
SENSATIONS

Start in the

body and

travel to

the brain,

like hot,

cold,

hungry,

fatigue.

FEELINGS

Start in the

brain and

travel to the

body. Examples:

anxiety,

lonely,

excited, funny,

calm, tired,

bored

THE IMPORTANT
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

SENSATIONS AND
FEELINGS



Eating a diet with a lot of

flour and sugar causes your

body's natural hunger

sensations to be thrown off

balance. The result is your

body doesn't know the

difference between the

sensation of hunger and the

feeling of hunger.

Your brain thinks it needs more food with

flour and sugar to satisfy the feeling of

hunger, while your body doesn't know when

the sensation of hunger is present because

there isn't a change to know what that

sensation feels like in the body.

Interrupting this cycle and resetting the

hunger and desire scale is KEY to

developing eating habits to fuel your

body.



SENSATION OF HUNGER

Notice the sensations in your body telling you

when it's time to eat something.

Picture a scale of starving at one end and on

the other is stuffed at Thanksgiving. Your

hunger for food begins when it tips one notch

towards starving. Anytime you eat on the

opposite side means you're not eating because of

the sensation, but because of a feeling.

FEELING OF HUNGER

Notice when you want to eat something,

especially flour and sugar, when your hunger

scale isn't tipping towards starving.

Feel the feeling in your body without eating.

You'll know if it's the sensation of hunger or

the feeling of hunger if eating a baked potato

with nothing on it would satisfy the sensation

of hunger. If it doesn't satisfy the hunger, then

you are feeling an emotion,

HOW TO CHECK HUNGER SENSATION AND
FEELING SCALES

Plain baked potato

No!

Feeling of hunger

Plain baked potato

Yes!

Sensation of

hunger



TIPS FOR SUCCESS IN RESETTING
SENSATIONS AND FEELINGS OF HUNGER

Notice the amount of flour and

sugar in your current diet or

eating habits.

Notice the routine or lack of

routine around when you eat.

Pay attention to your body's

hunger cues

Be a detective in what it feels

like in your body to experience

the sensation of hunger.

Be a detective and find out when

you want to eat something and

you aren't experiencing the

sensation of hunger.

Notice what feelings you want to

feed with food.

Think about removing flour and

sugar from your diet for one

week.

Now is the best time to learn how to do this.
I've figured this out and make it simple for you to be successful.

All you have to do to solve this is to first click below.

YES! I WANT KNOW HOW!

https://coachkimmie.as.me/?appointmentType=13523177
https://coachkimmie.as.me/?appointmentType=13523177

